MODEL RANGE

TURBO DIESEL STRONG ARGUMENT

GAZelle Business provides a
new level of consumer properties which for the customer
mean:
- reliability
- safety
- benefit
- comfort.

Dear Customer!
In 2010 GAZ Group introduced in the market an
upgraded vehicle – GAZelle Business.
In the process of GAZelle Business development more than 20 design
changes and 130 production and technology changes were implemented. In the vehicle systems, assemblies and units we applied components provided by the leading foreign manufacturers.
The vehicle acquired renewed exterior and interior, with more comfort
for the driver.
Launching the vehicle with a new Diesel engine is another step in developing GAZ product lineup.
GAZelle with Cummins® Diesel engine means:
- fuel economy
- high towing and dynamic performance
- reliability and long lifetime
- perfect compatibility of the new Diesel engine and the vehicle.
Currently we can offer to you a considerably extended range of powertrains installed in GAZ commercial vehicles:
- Diesel engine
- petrol engine
- bi-fuel engine (gas, petrol).
By now more than 20 000 customers have already become GAZelle
Business owners and got evidence that the implemented improvements are really effective.

Checked! Got evidence!

New dashboard
Screenwiper
motogear
Steering hydr. booster
shock absorbers
Clutch

Brakes

Heated mirrors

Driveline
by Tirsan Kardan

Storage battery
of increased capacity

Engine
Cups
Bumper restyling

GB:SKF bearings
Upgraded locks and
rear door hinges
GB:synchronizers
Improved design of the
sliding door

Two-pass aluminium
radiator

Powertrain
suspensions

Dropside Chassis Cabs

GAZELLE

Gazelle and Sobol light trucks mean simple
design and maintenance, reliability and repairability, high
maneuverability and reasonable prices.
More than 20 modifications (including cargo and
passenger modifications, 4_4) and more than 200 variants
of special vehicles make Gazelle vehicle irreplaceable for
different types of business.
All vehicles built since the beginning of 2010 are at the
new quality level. Both technological and finished product
quality control processes changed dramatically.
The high level of reliability and quality of modernized
Gazelle Business vehicles is guaranteed by the world
leading component manufacturers:
• ZF steering with power steering (Germany),
• Sachs shock-absorbers and clutch (Germany),
• BOSCH brakes (Germany),
• Anvis engine supports (Germany),
• T-Rad radiator (Japan),
• Tirsan Kardan universal joint (Turkey)
• SKF bearings (Sweden),
• Hoerbiger gearbox syncronizers (Germany),
• Rubena seals (Czech Republic),
• EDAG modern instrument panel
Design development, adaptation, testing of new
units and aggregates was carried out together with foreign
partners.
Due to the design upgrade warranty period was
extended to 80000km (for basic units – to 100000km),
intermaintenance interval – up to 15000km and the vehicle
lifetime – to 300000km run.
Production of the first conveyor vehicle in Russia
equipped with LPG by OMVL (Italy) started as part of Gazelle
Business project implementation. Besides fuel cost savings
(up to 40%), the factory LPG unit makes us believe the gas
equipment is reliable and safe and qualified warranty and
maintenance of the vehicle can be provided at any time.
Now Diesel version of GAZelle Business is also
available.

Business

GAZ - 2310 Sobol

GAZ - 33023 GAZelle

GAZ - 3302 GAZelle

Standard

Vans

GAZELLE

Gazelle and Sobol vans can transport different types
of cargo, ensuring their safety and driver’s comfort. Combi

Business

van is an excellent option in cases when not only the
payload but also the passenger capacity is important. The
cab of the vehicle is
designed to seat 7 passengers (including the driver).
Vehicle safety was improved significantly. Driveability
was improved and braking distance shortened by 8% due
to applying BOSCH brake system and ZF steering. The
vehicle road stability was improved due to new shockabsorbers and redesigned front suspension. To improve
visibility under poor weather conditions more powerful

GAZ -2752 Sobol

windshield wipers with BOSCH electric motor and heated
mirrors were installed.
Application of Cummins Diesel engine with the lifetime
of 500,000km and upgraded transmission elements adds
to higher reliability and operating life of the vehicle, and it
increases its residual value.
Modernized GAZelle Business LCV are equipped with
turbo-charged Cummins ISF engines which is a brandnew model in the product lineup of the famous American
company. The engine displacement - 2,8l, power – 120hp,
torque – 250 Nm. Estimated fuel consumption - 8,5/10,3 l

GAZ -2752 combi Sobol

per 100km at the speed of 60 and 80km/h respectively.
To the basic configuration of all Diesel modifications
we added another option which is cruise control. Thus by its
drivability GAZelle came closer to passenger cars.
Modern design of the engine meets the current and
the prospective emission requirements with minimum
design complication. High torque and optimally selected
gear ratios ensure high dynamics and allow to avoid limit
load during operation in the most extreme conditions
(maximum load, hard road conditions)

GAZ -2705 GAZelle

GAZ -2705 combi GAZelle

Standard

Buses

SO BO L

SOBOL minibus is a mini-office, sitting room on the
wheels, a comfortable and pragmatic facility for the travel
of a big family or friends company. Driver and passengers
comfort, as well as better drivability, travelling comfort and
stability at high speed puts SOBOL closer to passenger
cars by the comfort level.
Minibuses of GAZelle line are well designed for both corporate and tourist/excursion needs. The fact that GAZelle
route taxi buses are operated for years at full capacity
which is typical for such vehicles, proves their durability
and unpretentiousness.
Much attention was paid to the driver and passenger comfort when GAZelle Business was designed:
- reduced effort to the control elements (GB – by 38%,
clutch – by 40%)
- improved self descriptiveness of the steering and brakes
- better travel comfort
- decreased level of noise and vibrations, achieved with
new Sachs shock absorbers, Anvis engine supports, increased body and doors rigidity.
New dashboard (design and equipment by EDAG engineering company (Germany)) is made of materials of better quality, it provides additional storage space, built-in cup
holders.
Unified key allows to easily open the doors and start the
engine.
In the buses with Cummins Diesel engine in the basic
configuration we install independent auxiliary heater for
the cabin heating system, which ensures in cold season
comfortable air temperature for the driver and passengers,
and maximum heating-up rate in the cabin. Storage battery of increased capacity will ensure the engine starting in
wintertime.
GAZelle Business with Diesel engine is more dynamic if
compared with petrol modification. Improved performance
and towing properties provide quick acceleration and travel
comfort in urban cycle and resistance to increased load in
any conditions.
New Luxury GAZelle Business configuration includes:
- power windows
- mirror electric drive
- fog light
- bumper painted the same colour as the body.

Business

GAZ -2217 Sobol

GAZ -3221 GAZelle

GAZ -322132 taxi GAZelle

Standard

Medium trucks

SADKO

GAZ -3310 Valday was designed to meet the
increased needs of small and medium businesses
for town transportation of cargos. It can carry 3.5t
of cargo, has low loading height of 1 m and a
comfortable three-seat cab.
In 2010 we started to equip Valday with a
modern Diesel engine – Cummins ISF with the
displacement of 3.8l and 112kWt power. This
engine is equipped with Common rail fuel system
ensuring max fuel-injection pressure and precise
control over the combustion process. Due to its
revolutionary design high reliability and durability
of the engine is combined with its small weight.

GAZ - 3310 Valday

Max torque of 491Nm is already achieved at the
crankshaft speed of 1200 rev/min, which ensures
excellent performance of the vehicle.
Medium trucks on the base of GAZ-3308/3309
have the payload of 4.5 t and are capable of
operating efficiently in any road and weather
conditions, especially in the territories with diverse
landscape and in various climatic zones.

GAZ - 3309 (diesel)

GAZ - 3308 Sadko 4x4

Special Operations Vehicles

DELIVERY TRUCKS
The most popular group of special
vehicles is delivery trucks. Multifarious in
trim and appearance and design style they
complement the serial model range of
drop-side trucks. First of all, they include
refrigerated trucks of different types, including
those made of sandwich panels with foamed
polyurethane, food trucks and industrial item
trucks. These trucks make it possible to
convey different industrial and food goods,
including the ones which require specific
storage conditions (refrigerated trucks
equipped with a refrigerating unit). Bread
delivery trucks on GAZ-3302 Gazelle, GAZ3309 and GAZ-3310 Valday chassis are
designed to transport confectionery and
bread articles in pans.
We can also offer a wide range of special
vehicles:

UTILITY VEHICLES
The next group of the vehicles is the utility
vehicles. Garbage removal trucks with side
and rear loading, vacuum tankers and gas
cylinder transportation vehicles can help
municipal services fulfill arrangements in
good time and with good quality to support
and improve living conditions for the
population.
Automated hydraulic jacks (knee-type,
telescopic and combined) hoisting the
platform with people and tools at the height
of up to 22 meters on Gazelle chassis
and to 26 meters on GAZ-3309 chassis
make it possible to do any construction and
installation work, including work with electric
power lines (jack vehicles fitted with electric
insulated platform).

- shift worker buses;
- workshop vehicles;
- auto laboratories;
- euro platforms;
- vehicles with a cab berth (two locations: above the
roof and behind the cab).
The outer trim versions include laminated plywood,
zinc-coated sheets. There are modifications with or
without a side door. To convey light cargo one can
order delivery trucks with a long-base chassis. The
Farmer (GAZ-330232) vehicles with an extended
chassis are the best to be used as repair vehicles.

DUMP TRUCKS
Another type of special vehicles offered for
sale is dump trucks:
- widely known dump trucks on the base of
GAZ-3309
- dump truck modification based on GAZ3310 Valday chassis with 3t payload
- GAZ-3302 GAZelle with the payload of 1.4t.
Dump trucks with tree-side unloading, and
construction modifications are designed for

transportation and mechanical unloading of
bulky and loose goods.
The dump truck with preliminary lifting
developed specially for agricultural purposes
can be used by companies and organizations
delivering goods to places where cargo has to
be unloaded at the height of up to 2 meters.

TANKER VEHICLES
Tanker vehicles also make a big group
of special vehicles. Availability of tanker
modifications based on Gazelle, Valday and
GAZ-3308/3309 chassis makes it possible
to convey different food liquids (milk, water,
oil, quass etc.). Food can be stored long (up
to 10 hours) due to special materials used
and tanker design. The volume of conveyed
liquids:
- for Gazelle - up to 1.3 cub.m.,
- for Valday - up to 3.2 cub.m,
- for GAZ-3308 - up to 1.9 cub.m.,

- for GAZ-3309 - up to 4.2 cub.m.
Special oil tankers were developed for
transportation, short-term storage and
mechanized refuelling with light oil products.
The tanker capacity on GAZ-3309 chassis is
4,200 liters.

RECOVERY VEHICLES AND VEHICLES WITH CMU
Recovery vehicles occupy a big segment in
the special vehicle market. They are mostly
long chassis vehicles based on Gazelle,
Valday and GAZ-3308/3309) with rigidly
mounted all-metal platform and pullout
ramps.
Recovered vehicles are lifted to the platform
with a hoist (manual or electric). Besides,
we have recovery vehicle modifications
with a sliding platform fitted with AmcoVeba
crane and manipulator unit. The crane and

manipulator unit is equipped with a fullrevolving rotator and a traverse which makes
it possible to hold horizontally the vehicles with
different location of gravity center, while the
length of the crane and manipulator gibbet
allows to load and unload at a distance from
the recovery vehicle.

VEHICLES OF HIGH OFF-ROAD CAPACITY
Vehicles of high off-road capacity are
designed for work in severe operation
environment and they successfully combine
the best properties of a military vehicle with
the conveniences of a transport facility.
The vehicle design is based on the units and
assemblies of SADKO GAZ-33081.

Big clearance, high maneuverability, system
of wheel pneumatic pump, wide –section
tyres – all these ensure high off-road
capacities of the vehicle and capacity of
working in extreme road conditions, even in
swampy areas.

AMBULANCES AND VEHICLES OF SOCIAL PURPOSES
GAZelle vehicle as social transport
is designed to satisfy the needs of
physically challenged people in centralized
transportation, incl. the current routes.
There are also SPV designed for rendering
funeral services.
GAZ JSC produces a line of medical purpose
vehicles based on SOBOL and GAZelle
lines. In the process of designing the interior
part recommendations and requests of
RF Healthcare Ministry were taken into
consideration.
Nowadays various versions of ambulance
and resuscitation (intensive therapy) vans are
produced. Ambulance modifications with high
roof (cabin height up to 1850mm) provide
the best conditions for attending the patient
effectively and maximum convenience for the

work of ambulance or resuscitation brigade.
Social transport model range of 2010
includes school bus on GAZelle base, incl.
all-wheel drive configuration. The vehicle
contains 10 passenger seats for children and
1 co-driver seat for an attendant. Children
seats are equipped with lap belts. In addition
the vehicle is equipped with a rack for
rucksacks.

VEHICLES FOR SECURITY AGENCIES
A wide range of vehicles is offered for security
agencies. Such vehicles are based on
GAZelle and Sobol panel vans and equipped
with instruments and accessories depending
on the purpose. These are the following
models: Standby Unit, Avtozak, Criminalistic
laboratory, Potok-NN, Technical Control Point

for police (MVD) and traffic police (GIBDD);
Chemical and Radio prospecting, Crisis
Centre etc.
for RF Ministry for Emergencies and Disaster
Response.

Fuel consumption

Overall dimensions: length/
width/height by the cabin
(awning), mm

unladen mass, kg

GVW, kg

Max speed, km/h

0-60km/h

0–100km/h

at 60km/h

at 80 km/h

Acceleration time, sec

Number of seats

1+6

4810/2030/2100

2125/2245

2655/2775

135/125

9/7

23/20

9,7/7,5

11,7/9,5

5,5

215/65R16
225/60R16

1+10

4810/2030/2100

2085/2205

2900/3020

135/125

9/7

23/20

9,7/7,5

11,7/9,5

5,5

215/65R16
225/60R16

1+6

4810/2030/2200

2140/2260

2675/2795

135/125

9/7

23/20

9,7/7,5

11,7/9,5

5,5

215/65R16
225/60R16

1+10

4810/2030/2200

2100/2220

2915/3035

135/125

9/7

23/20

9,7/7,5

11,7/9,5

5,5

215/65R16
225/60R16

Tyres

Min turning radius

at 120 km/h

l/100km

at 90 km/h

Wheel arrangement

Model

SPECIFICATIONS

BUSES
4X2
GAZ-2217 SobolBarguzin
GAZ-22171 Sobol

4X2

GAZ-32213 «GAZELLE»

4х2

1+13

5475/2075/2200

2280/2400

3315/3445

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-322173 «GAZELLE»

4х4

1+13

5475/2075/2300

2460/2575

3380/3500

120/110

15/12

50/30

12,0/9,5

15,0/11,5

7,5

195R16C

GAZ-32213 «GAZELLE»
route taxi

4х2

1+12

5700/2075/2200

2260/2380

3225/3350

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-32213 «GAZELLE»
route taxi

4х2

1+12

5700/2075/2200

2300/2420

3265/3390

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-3221 «GAZELLE»

4х2

1+8

5475/2075/2200

2325/2445

3010/3135

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-32217 «GAZELLE»

4х4

1+8

5475/2075/2300

2500/2620

3195/3315

120/110

15/12

50/30

12,0/9,5

15,0/11,5

7,5

195R16C

1. Data related to the vehicles with petrol engine/Diesel engine
2. This information is of introductory nature, corresponding to the specifications as of August, 2010. Hereafter without additional notice the specifications, configuration and modifications of the vehicles may change according to the market demands and legislation.

SPECIFICATIONS
Number of seats

Overall dimensions: length/
width/height by the cabin
(awning), mm

unladen mass, kg

GVW, kg

Max speed, km/h

0-60km/h

0–100km/h

at 60km/h

at 80km/h

Min turning radius

GAZ-2705 «GAZELLE»

4х2

1+2

5475/2075/2200

2020/2140

3500

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C или
185/75R16C

GAZ-27057 «GAZELLE»

4х4

1+2

5475/2075/2300

2200/2320

3500

120/110

15/12

50/30

12,0/9,5

15,0/11,5

7,5

195R16C

GAZ-2705 combi «GAZELLE»

4х2

1+6

5475/2075/2200

2150/2270

3500

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C или
185/75R16C

GAZ-27057 combi «GAZELLE»

4х4

1+6

5475/2075/2300

2315/2435

3500

120/110

15/12

50/30

12,0/9,5

15,0/11,5

7,5

195R16C

GAZ-2752 «SOBOL»

4х2

1+2

4810/2030/2200

1935/2055

2800

135/125

9/7

23/20

9,7/7,5

11,7/9,5

5,5

185/75R16C
или 215/65R16

GAZ-27527 «SOBOL»

4х4

1+2

4810/2030/2300

2100/2220

3000

120/110

12/8,5

43/24

11,2/8,5

13,2/10,5

6,0

225/75R16

GAZ-2752 combi «SOBOL»

4х2

1+6

4810/2030/2200

2045/2165

2800

135/125

9/7

23/20

9,7/7,5

11,7/9,5

5,5

185/75R16C
или 215/65R16

GAZ-27527 combi «SOBOL»

4х4

1+6

4810/2030/2300

2200/2320

3000

120/110

12/8,5

43/24

11,2/8,5

13,2/10,5

6,0

225/75R16

l/100km

Tyres

Model

Wheel arrangement

Fuel consumption

Acceleration time, sec

VANS

1. Data related to the vehicles with petrol engine/Diesel engine
2. This information is of introductory nature, corresponding to the specifications as of August, 2010. Hereafter without additional notice the specifications, configuration and modifications of the vehicles may change according to the market demands and legislation.

unladen mass, kg

GVW, kg

Max speed, km/h

0-60km/h

0-80km/h

0-60km/h

0-80km/h

Min turning radius

4х2

1+2

4880/2066/2070
(2400)

1805/1925

2800

135/125

9/7

23/20

9,7/7,5

11,7/9,5

5,5

185/75R16C
215/65R16

GAZ-23107
«SOBOL»

4х4

1+2

4880/2066/2170
(2500)

1945/2065

3000

120/110

12/8,5

43/24

11,2/8,5

13,2/10,5

6,0

225/75R16

GAZ-3302
«GAZELLE»

4х2

1+2

5540/2066/2120
(2570)

1840/1960

3500

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-33027
«GAZELLE»

4х4

1+2

5540/2066/2210
(2660)

2010/2130

3500

120/110

15/12

50/30

12,0/9,5

15,0/11,5

7,5

195R16C

GAZ-330202
«GAZELLE»
long-wheelbase

4х2

1+2

6619/2066/2120
(2570)

2000/2120

3500

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

6,7

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-33023
«GAZELLE»

4х2

1+5

5540/2066/2274
(2570)

1955/2075

3500

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

5,5

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-330273
«GAZELLE»

4х4

1+5

5540/2066/2364
(2660)

2140/2260

3500

120/110

15/12

50/30

12,0/9,5

15,0/11,5

7,5

195R16C

GAZ-330232
«GAZELLE»
long-wheelbase

4х2

1+5

6283/2066/2274
(2570)

2060/2180

3500

130/120

10/9,8

30/25

10,5/8,5

13,0/10,3

6,7

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-33025 gaz-gazoline
«GAZELLE»

4х2

1+2

5540/2066/2120
(2570)

1880/-

3500

130/125газ

10/11газ

30/33газ

10,5/12,1газ

13,0/15,0газ

5,5

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-330252 gaz-gazoline
«GAZELLE»
long-wheelbase

4х2

1+5

6283/2066/2274
(2570)

2040/-

3500

130/125газ

10/11газ

30/33газ

10,5/12,1газ

13,0/15,0газ

6,7

175R16C
185/75R16C

GAZ-3310 «VALDAY»

4X2

3

6090/2643/2245

3545

7400

95

45*

13,0

18,0

6

215/75R17,5

GAZ-3310 «VALDAY»
Cummins

4X2

3

6090/2643/2245

3350

7400

105

40*

12,0

15,0

6

215/75R17,5

GAZ-3309

4X2

2

6434/2380/2350(2905)

3530

8180

95

14

19

8

8,25R20

GAZ-3308 «SADKO»

4X2

2

6250/2340/2520(2780)

3710

5950

90

23

11

12,00R18

Acceleration time, sec

Fuel consumption l/100km

Tyres

Number of seats

GAZ-2310 «SOBOL»

Model

Wheel arrangement

Overall dimensions:
length/width/height by
the cabin (awning),
mm

SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHT TRUCKS

MEDIUM TRUCKS

1. Data related to the vehicles with petrol engine/Diesel engine
2. This information is of introductory nature, corresponding to the specifications as of August, 2010. Hereafter without additional notice the specifications, configuration and modifications of the vehicles may change according to the market demands and legislation.

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ENGINE MODEL RANGE
Parameters

Valday GAZ-33104, 3308, 3309

GAZelle/SOBOL

UMZ-4216

UMZ-42167 gas-petrol

Cummins ISF 2.8s3129T

MMZ D-245,7E3 CRS Bosh

Cummins

Petrol, 4-stroke, with spark-plug
ignition

Bi-fuel, 4-stroke, with sparkplug ignition

Diesel, 4-stroke, with
turbocharger and aftercooler

Diesel, 4-stroke, with
turbocharger and aftercooler

Diesel, 4-stroke, with
turbocharger and aftercooler

Euro-3

Euro-3

Euro-3

Euro-3

Euro-3

4, vertically in-line

4, vertically in-line

4 vertically in line

4, vertically in-line

4, vertically in-line

2890

2890

2890

27814750

3760

Nominal (net) power, kWt (hp), rev/
min

78.5 (106.8) at 4000

78.5 (106.8) at 4000 (petrol)
72.6 (98.7) at 4000 (gas)

88.3 (120) at 3200

87.5 (119) at 2400

82.5 (119) at 2600

Max (net) torque, Nm (kg/f*m) at rev/
min

220.5 (22.5) at 2500

220.5 (22.5) at 2500 (petrol)
200 (20.0) at 2500 (gas)

297 (30.3) at 1600-2700

420 (42.8) at 1400

491 (50.1) at 1200-1900

Valves per cylinder

2

2

4

4

4

Number of camshafts

1

1

1

1

1

fuel injection

fuel injection

Common rail

Common rail

Common rail

Ignition system

Microprocessor, electronically
controlled fuel injection

Microprocessor, electronically
controlled fuel injection

High-pressure fuel supply
system of common-rail type, with
microprocessor control

High-pressure fuel supply
system of common-rail type,
with microprocessor control

High-pressure fuel supply
system of common-rail type,
with microprocessor control

Applicable fuel

nonleaded petrol Regular Euro-92*

nonleaded petrol Regular
Euro-92*

Euro Diesel

Euro Diesel

Euro Diesel

Model

Type

Emission standard
Cylinders number and arrangement
Displacement, cub.cm

Fuel system

* in conformity with State Standard P 51866-2002. ** in conformity with State Standard P 51105-97. *** in conformity with State Standard 27578-87

